
The Internet Today & OpenCola™

The internet - as it stands today - is not a trustworthy environment  evidenced by an abundance
of headlines from companies abusing our personal data and activity:

● How Cambridge Analytica Sparked the Great Privacy Awakening
● Frances Haugen takes on Facebook: the making of a modern US hero
● John Oliver on online data brokers: ‘What they can buy is pretty troubling’
● Google faces $5 billion lawsuit in U.S. for tracking 'private' internet use

This is not surprising since publicly-held companies are responsible for optimizing revenue,
often at odds with user benefit. The result of these incentives produces multiple problems:

Information Silos: The data that companies collect on a user’s activity are valuable
assets and jealously guarded. Companies will silo this information to prevent users from
switching between competitors. This leads to a fragmented user experience of seemingly
over-differentiated products. Each platform appears unique. But as they begin harvesting
data they merge toward the same type of product: Tracking users’ every click,
conversation, and location in a rapacious cycle of data grabbing. Even if you switch from
one product to another, all of your previous activity is lost and can no longer benefit you.

The Attention Economy: The majority of “free” products on the internet make money
through advertising. Companies generate greater income when you spend more time in
front of ads to keep you “engaged”; not exactly a user benefit.

Privacy abuse: In order to use these “free” products, you must agree to let companies
do what they want with the information they collect: This includes selling your information
to third parties. The result is that private companies have more information about you
than the government could obtain with warrants.

Corporate concentration of wealth and power: As tech companies build more wealth,
they have more power to inhibit competition and operate in opaque ways that are not in
the interest of, or even visible, to users.

Misinformation, Disinformation, Malinformation: Optimizing engagement for profit
through advertising has fueled the growth of misinformation.

Polarization: Increasing engagement can be achieved by generating strong negative
emotion. This has led algorithms to promote polarizing content, distancing people and
creating discord rather than bringing them together.
Untapped Potential: Companies will only build products or features that increase profit,
limiting a user’s control over their experience or even the possibilities of what will be
built.

https://www.wired.com/story/cambridge-analytica-facebook-privacy-awakening/
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/oct/10/frances-haugen-takes-on-facebook-the-making-of-a-modern-us-hero
https://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2022/apr/11/john-oliver-last-week-tonight-data-brokers
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/security/google-sued-u-s-tracking-users-private-internet-browsing-n1222676
https://www.npr.org/sections/money/2016/12/02/504155809/episode-739-finding-the-fake-news-king


Bots: In order to influence algorithms, bots are created to change social network
structure. They can even pretend to interact with humans to create credibility.

The end state is that money controls the flow of information and shapes how we see the world.
This is a direct challenge to freedom and democracy.

Let’s take a high level look at what the end-user gets from these dubious services. Below are
screenshots from some of the most popular applications on the Internet: Facebook, Twitter, and
YouTube.





Abstracting away the differences in UI, each of these tools - like most others - simply allow you
to manage lists of information and take a small number of actions (post, like, rate, comment,
tag). But in order to use these products you must relinquish your personal information and
activity on the promise that these services are worth it.

Does it really have to be this way? Do we need to cede control over our data to middlemen in
order to collaborate with others around us? What would a solution to this problem look like?

Let’s take a sensible approach and start with sound principles rather than trying to figure out
how to maximize profits. In particular, what principles should we follow in order to move towards
a trustworthy internet?

Transparency: Any system that is trustworthy should be transparent so that users can
understand how it works and detect misuse.

Accountability: When someone misuses the system there must be consequences to
the entity in order to disincentivize abuse.

Personal Control: Users of the system (as opposed to external entities) should
maximize personal control of their information: Who sees it, how it is used, and whom to
trust.



Security: It should not be possible for an entity to manipulate the trust system for their
own benefit (i.e. pretend to be other people, or access others’ information in an
unauthorized manner).

OpenCola™

Guided by these principles we are developing OpenCola™ as an alternative to existing big-tech
applications. Think of grokking Facebook, Google, and The Wayback machine (with no ads or
tracking) that puts you in control of your personal activity as well as the algorithms that shape
the information flowing to you.

OpenCola™ has two main interfaces. The first is a browser extension shown below.

The extension allows a user to easily save, like, or trust a website/page, with plans to support
rate, comment, like, etc, and is extendable to any future actions. A mobile application is planned
that will allow the same functionality through built in sharing mechanisms (share sheets). The
important thing to note is that this interface lives outside any existing application, and so allows
you to accumulate an archive of information that is independent from application.

Since OpenCola™ is an isolated browser component, it can be used as a replacement or
extended to work in tandem with existing applications. For example, it can be made aware of
your interactions with Facebook such that when you like something on Facebook it is also liked
in OpenCola™. These applications are also obligated to provide you with a data dump of any
information they have on you, that could be imported into OpenCola™. Putting this together, it’s
easy to imagine a straightforward migration away from existing applications that allows you to
retain all of your activity.

Any information collected by using the browser extension is saved to your personal repository,
that can be accessed by a feed interface shown below:



The interface is similar to most popular applications, displaying your activity in a list form. The
difference is that your OpenCola™ feed is fully in your control. The feed is chronologically
ordered, with plans to make it fully customizable, including choosing (open source) algorithms to
order the feed for you, if you so desire. The feed is also searchable, which is useful on its own,
but even more powerful when you are connected to your peers.

Another noteworthy benefit is that when you save an item, it not only records metadata about
the item, it also archives the entire page (equivalent to saving a single page archive). This
enables you to access the page privately, even if you’re offline.

OpenCola™ can be useful when you’re using it on your own, but its true value comes from
connecting to your peers. Once connected your information is replicated to your peers,
providing a backup mechanism for your data; users can see each other’s items in their feeds as
well as search results:



Such items allow you to see activity across all of your connected peers. Furthermore, you can
access your peer archives which allows you to access information without being tracked, or as
a tool circumvent censorship. Feeds will be customizable in terms of source, content type,
labels, algorithm, structure, css, etc., enabling any number of “applications” to be built that can
replace existing, centralized applications like Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram. Search gets more
powerful too because you can now search all the things that your peers took action on, and be
protected from ads and misinformation (at least as decided by your network) and bots.

You are not restricted to just connecting with other peers. You will be able to connect to
publishers (news sites, blogs, etc.), and larger applications. One such that will be provided is a
trust application that takes your peer network and computes trust scores for unknown users as
well as for information.

How it Works
Under the hood, OpenCola™ manages a database of your activity in the form of facts:

authorityId entityId attribute value operation time transactionId

● authorityId: the globally unique id of the actor (you, a peer, etc.) asserting the fact
● entityId: the globally unique id of the subject (a resource, actor, piece of data, etc) of

the fact
● attribute: a url indicating the attribute of the entity (name, description, imageUrl, etc)

referred to by the fact
● value: a binary representation of the attribute’s value
● operation: Whether the fact is being added or retracted
● time: The time the fact was asserted
● transactiondId: the globally unique identifier for the transaction that this fact is part

of.

Modeling information this way makes it trivial to add new attributes and provides a simple,
common data schema that applications and algorithms can be built on top of. In addition,
OpenCola™ supports “time traveling” where you can modify any query to return results up to a



given point in time. This allows you to see your feed (or search) exactly as it was on a given
date in the past.

When a user takes an action on an entity, facts are generated. For example, when a user
(authority) likes a webpage (entity), name, url, description, and image (attributes), facts are
generated and stored in a transaction. Transactions are signed (256 bit ECC) to ensure the
integrity of the information, and are sent between peers to replicate information. Transactions for
a given user form a branchable blockchain (no crypto currency involved), so a peer can verify
that they have complete information.

Facts and transactions are stored in SQLite, as well as a Postgres option for scaling/remote
storage. Search is currently supported via Lucene. A Solr implementation also exists allowing
search functions to be hosted remotely as well as arbitrarily scaled.

Networking between peers is secured using ZeroTier private VPNs. Users have flexibility in how
they create these VPNs, from totally isolated 1:1 VPN per peer connection to a 1:ALL VPN that
all peers share. In future we will support other networking options. ZeroTier was chosen initially
because it’s flexible, open source, and allows security-sensitive users to host their own root
nodes (the one piece of central infrastructure that is required to connect arbitrary devices behind
firewalls/routers). In order to connect two peers the parties must share their OpenCola™ ID
(authorityId), their public key (ECC 256, but will be configurable) and their (ZeroTier) network
address.

We have just scratched the surface of the potential for OpenCola™. Hopefully we have shown
that there is a viable alternative to today’s Internet; one that enables users to exert personal
control over their data and moderate their own content.

https://lucene.apache.org/
https://www.zerotier.com/

